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Routing

Often defined as the job of Layer 3 (IP). But...

• Ethernet spanning tree protocol (Layer 2)
• Distributed hash tables, content delivery overlays, ... 

(Layer 4+)

Choosing paths along which messages will travel 
from source to destination.



Problems for intradomain routing

Distributed path finding

Optimize link utilization (traffic engineering)

React to dynamics

High reliability even with failures

Scale



Problems for interdomain routing

All of intradomain’s problems

Bigger scale

Multiple parties

• No central control
• Conflicting interests
• Attacks

Harder to change architecture

• Intradomain evolution: RIP, ISIS, OSPF, MPLS, OpenFlow, ...
• Interdomain: BGP.



The two classic approaches

Distance vector & Link state

Far from the only two approaches!

• We’ll see more later...



Distance vector routing

Original ARPANET: distance vector routing 

Remember vector of distances to each destination 
and exchange this vector with neighbors

• Initially: distance 0 from myself 
• Upon receipt of vector: my distance to each destination 

= min of all my neighbors’ distances + 1 

Send packet to neighbor with lowest dist.

Slow convergence and looping problems

• E.g., consider case of disconnection from destination
• Fix for loops in BGP: store path instead of distance



Link state routing

Protocol variants

• ARPANET: McQuillan, Richer, Rosen 1980; Perlman 1983
• Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System (IS-IS)
• Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)

Algorithm

• Broadcast the entire topology to everyone
• Forwarding at each hop:

- Compute shortest path (Dijkstra’s algorithm)
- Send packet to neighbor along computed path



Link state vs. distance vector

Disadvantages

• Need consistent computation of shortest paths
- Same view of topology
- Same metric in computing routes

• Slightly more complicated protocol

Advantages

• Faster convergence
• Gives unified global view

- Useful for other purposes, e.g., building MPLS tables

Q: Can link state have forwarding loops?



LS variant: Source routing

Algorithm:

• Broadcast the entire topology to everyone
• Forwarding at source:

- Compute shortest path (Dijkstra’s algorithm)
- Put path in packet header

• Forwarding at source and remaining hops:
- Follow path specified by source

Q: Can this result in forwarding loops?



Source routing vs. link state

Advantages

• Essentially eliminates loops
• Compute route only once rather than every hop
• Forwarding table (FIB) size = #neighbors (not #nodes)
• Flexible computation of paths at source

Disadvantages

• Flexible computation of paths at source
• Header size (fixable if paths not too long)

- Use local rather than global next-hop identifiers
- log2(#neighbors) per hop rather than log2(#nodes)

• Source needs to know topology
- Potentially problematic if source is end-host



Traffic engineering

Key task of intradomain routing: optimize utilization

Classic TE: optimize OSPF weights

• Need to propagate everywhere: can’t change often
• Single path to each destination

Modern TE: load balance among multiple MPLS paths

• e.g., TeXCP (Kandula, Katabi, Davie, Charny, 2005)
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ABSTRACT
Current intra-domain Traffic Engineering (TE) relies on offline
methods, which use long term average traffic demands. It can-
not react to realtime traffic changes caused by BGP reroutes, di-
urnal traffic variations, attacks, or flash crowds. Further, current
TE deals with network failures by pre-computing alternative rout-
ings for a limited set of failures. It may fail to prevent congestion
when unanticipated or combination failures occur, even though the
network has enough capacity to handle the failure.
This paper presents TeXCP, an online distributed TE protocol

that balances load in realtime, responding to actual traffic demands
and failures. TeXCP uses multiple paths to deliver demands from
an ingress to an egress router, adaptively moving traffic from over-
utilized to under-utilized paths. These adaptations are carefully de-
signed such that, though done independently by each edge router
based on local information, they balance load in the whole net-
work without oscillations. We model TeXCP, prove the stability of
the model, and show that it is easy to implement. Our extensive
simulations show that, for the same traffic demands, a network us-
ing TeXCP supports the same utilization and failure resilience as a
network that uses traditional offline TE, but with half or third the
capacity.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network Proto-
cols; C.2.3 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network
Operations—Network Management

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Management, Reliability, Performance.

Keywords
TeXCP, Traffic Engineering, Responsive, Online, Distributed, Sta-
ble.

1. INTRODUCTION
Intra-domain Traffic Engineering (TE) is an essential part of

modern ISP operations. The TE problem is typically formalized as
minimizing the maximum utilization in the network [5, 6, 15, 26].
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Figure 1: For each Ingress-Egress (IE) pair, there is a TeXCP agent at
the ingress router, which balances the IE traffic across available paths
in an online, distributed fashion.

This allows the ISP to balance the load and avoid hot spots and fail-
ures, which increases reliability and improves performance. Fur-
thermore, ISPs upgrade their infrastructure when the maximum
link utilization exceeds a particular threshold (about 40% utiliza-
tion [20]). By maintaining lower network utilization for the same
traffic demands, traffic engineering allows the ISP to make do with
existing infrastructure for a longer time, which reduces cost.
Recent years have witnessed significant advancements in traf-

fic engineering methods, from both the research and operational
communities [6, 12, 15, 40]. TE methods like the OSPF weight op-
timizer (OSPF-TE) [15, 16] and the MPLS multi-commodity flow
optimizer [26] have shown significant reduction in maximum uti-
lization over pure shortest path routing. Nonetheless, because of its
offline nature, current TE has the following intrinsic limitations:

• It might create a suboptimal or even inadequate load distribution
for the realtime traffic. This is because offline TE attempts to
balance load given the long term traffic demands averaged over
multiple days (potentially months). But the actual traffic may
differ from the long term demands due to BGP re-routes, external
or internal failures, diurnal variations, flash crowds, or attacks.

• Its reaction to failures is suboptimal. Offline TE deals with net-
work failures by pre-computing alternative routings for a lim-
ited set of failures [16]. Since the operator cannot predict which
failure will occur, offline TE must find a routing that works rea-
sonably well under a large number of potential failures. Such a
routing is unlikely to be optimal for any particular failure. As
a result, current TE may fail to prevent congestion when unan-
ticipated or combination failures occur, even though the network
may have enough capacity to handle the failure.

The natural next step is to use online traffic engineering, which
reacts to realtime traffic demands and failures. Currently, online
TE research is still in its infancy. Indeed it is challenging to build a
distributed scheme that responds quickly to changes in traffic, yet
does not lead to oscillations, as demonstrated by the instability of
the early ARPAnet routing [23]. Prior online TE methods are either
centralized [9, 10] or assume an oracle that provides global knowl-
edge of the network [12], and most lack a stability analysis [34,39].
There is a need for an online TE protocol that combines practical

[Kandula et al, “Walking the Tightrope”,
SIGCOMM 2005]



Interdomain routing

BGP: Border Gateway Protocol

Distance vector variant: Remember path instead of 
distance (“path vector” instead of “distance vector”)

• Avoid DV’s transient loops; but more importantly...
• Support policies: can pick any path offered by neighbors, 

not necessarily the shortest



Common policies

Route selection: prefer customer over peer over 
provider

peer

provider

destination

customer

peer



Common policies

Route export: “valley-free”: to/from customer only

destination

peer

provider

customer

peer



What’s to come

Today: interdomain routing basics

Upcoming meetings: advanced routing challenges

• scalability
• reliability
• selfishness
• security

By early next week:

• Project comments
• Presentation topics


